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- - - - - G E N E R A L N E W S- - - - -

Hi All

ABIG E- news this week!! With special TD news, E-Live info
New releases and much more!!

I am thrilled to announce that Groove is going to re-release 2
of the most beloved Electronic music albums of the past.
They will be ready during E-Live 2016!!

GR-228 Zanov - Greenray.
Zanov is one of the great electronic musicians of France of the past
and present! Zanov is really Pierre Salkazanov who recorded three
albums of electronic music between 1976 and 1983, Green Ray was the
very first. He takes a spacy, minimalist approach, utilizing an ARP
2600 plus a VCS-3.
Groove is proud to re-release this Gem of the French history of Electronic Music!!

GR-229 - Walter Rothe - Let the night last forever.
I am happy to announce that Groove will release another Gem of EM from
the past. This time it is the album "Let the night last forever" by
Walter Christian Rothe!! The GR-229
Enigmatic, surreal, futuristic and ultimate romantic are the keywords
to best describe Walter's first album "Let the night last forever". It
was first released in 1985 and when I heard it I found for the first
time a musician that gave me the same goose bumps as Vangelis.
The production od this album iis STUNNING!! And I am glad we got the
original files from Walter for the mastering. As special gift on this
album there are 2 bonus tracks from that same period. One is from the
Klem Cassette from 1986 which is due to the fact that it came from the
original Cassette (that I still have :-) a bit different in sound but
not in music. I hope you will all love it!!
Check out all new releases from Groove in the last 2 months!!
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Electronic music is our passion!!
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html

E-Live 2016
Next week we have E-Live 2016.
October 29th - In the Enck in Oirschot!!
E-Live is sold out so no more Tickets available.
And this is going to be the time table for this years E-Live/

12:00 - Bar area open
13:00 - Box office open (Day opens)
13:30 - Concert upper room Thomas Tommy Betzler and Michael Brückner
14:15 -15:30 Concert Cosmic Ground
16.15 -17:30 Concert VOLT
17:30 - 20:00 Break / Concert upper room
20.00 - 21.00 Concert LOOM - Jerome Froese, Johannes Schmoelling & Rob Waters
21:30 - 22:45 Concert LOOM - Jerome Froese, Johannes Schmoelling & Rob Waters

During the breaks more performances by Thomas Tommy Betzler and Michael Brückner
in the upper room (A special room).

Because we expect 350 + People in the house!!
We have added a special treat for all you EM lovers.
Modullab will be in the Upperroom stage.
4 Concerts with all modular analog synths.
On the Modulab events we present artists that bring their extended
modular setups for a visual and aural experience. We feel that live
modular synthesis is a unique art form that can be fun and exciting to
experience. With Modulab Eindhoven we want to provide a platform in
our region to support this art form so that both artists and audience
can enjoy. Modulab is a non-profit initiative by and for musicians. If
you have ideas, want to help or participate please send us an email.
See you at Modulab at E-Live 2016!

You can reach the venue in Oirschot by car, by bus/train, a taxi and
people in the neighborhood by e-bike/bike or even walking perhaps.
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People who want to come by public traffic visit the site http://9292.nl ,
to find times for departure and arrive time in Oirschot.
People who want to come by car, you can park the car free around the
venue but look at the signs there is an area where the parking time is
restricted and its controlled so don't get a ticket you can better
spent that money inside the venue for cds. food and other merchandise.

For E-Live no tickets will be sent to the visitors, but you should have gotten an
Ticket email conformation. Tickets can be collected at the ticket counter
with names on it, if you're name is on it you got a bracelet to enter the venue
where the concerts are, this will be checked each time the door of the venue will be opened.
The entrance for the cafe (with the stands) and the upper room concert is free.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------E-Live 2016 / offer.
E-Live 2016 we of coarse have our special offer again!
We have a special off for pre-ordering :-) and pick up Cds there.
10 % discount on ALL Groove and NON Groove Cd's collected at E-Live 2016 that are intsock.
Just pre-order and we can have them ready for you in our stall.
You can do this until Thursday the 27th of October!

During E-Live we always have a lot of CDs that come in the so called 6 for 5 boxes.
This means that a lot of CDs are only 10 Euro .
BUT if you buy 5 of these you can also add one free of charge.
That is now also on offer for all you E-News costumers!
With this it also works for all Groove Titles From GR-001 to GR-199.
So that is a BIG pile of cds to choose from!!
CHECK THE LIST IN THE OFFER SECTION TO SEE WHAT IS ALL IN IT!!
Click on the link below and then on offers!!
http://www.groove.nl/index2.html

NEW GROOVE PRODUCTS:
These are the new Groove releases!!
All new releases are here http://www.groove.nl/index3.html
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GR-229 - Zanov - Green Ray
GR-228 - Walter Rothe - Let the night last forever.
GR-227 - RON BOOTS & JOHN KERR - JUXTAPOSITION THE OIRSCHOT CONCERT (dvd)
GR-1001 Arcane - Automaton
GR-1002 - Martin Peters - Angles of nowhere
GR-1003 - THE HEISENBERG COMPENSATORS - ADVENTURES OF WERNER AND
RANDOM
GR-1004 - SERGE DEVADDER - GANDA

--------------------------------------------------------------------GR-227 - RON BOOTS & JOHN KERR - JUXTAPOSITION THE OIRSCHOT CONCERT
(dvd)
THE ENTIRE (almost 2 hours long) CONCERT!
Featuring: John Kerr, Ron Boots, Frank Dorittke, Harold van der
Heijden, Bas Broekhuis and Jeffrey Haster (Synthex) with special guest
appearance by John Dyson.

We are all very proud of the result and believe that it is a worthy
documentation of a very successful concert and we sincerely hope that
you will enjoy it and for those who were in attendance, that it will
bring back some pleasant and warm memories of a rather special day.

A seven minute promo of our (John Kerr & Ron Boots) DVD of the almost
2 hour long JUXTAPOSITION Oirschot concert we perfomed at the April
2016 E-Day Electronic Music Fesitval.
Please don't judge the quality here because Facebook compresses media
until there's almost nothing left of the original! At least choose HD
(button at bottom of player) when you watch this! And the sound... you
really must listen to the original DVD soundtrack on good quality
headphones (loud!!)...
DVD NOW! Here's a direct link: www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-227

GR-228 Zanov - Greenray
re-release of this gem of the past
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GR-229 - Walter Rothe - Let the night last forever.
One of my favorite EM albums of all time.

GR-1004 Serge Devadder - Ganda
Serge Devadder (Brussels, 1966) is a self-taught musician with a
strong interest in electronic textures and loops. Heavily influenced
by ambient electronica, atmospheric film scores and classical
impressionist minimalism, Serge Devadder has developed his own style
of ambient sonic paintings but the basis has also connections with
Berlin School.
Following some early solo and collaborative tape project and concerts
in the 80-90s, Serge Devadder joined Vidna Obmana in 1999 for the CD
The Shape Of Solitude on the Swedish Multimood label. Since then,
Serge occasionally released solo tracks on various sampler CDs in
Europe, the USA and Asia. 2014 marks the release of his full-length
solo-album Cambrian andf it was this CD that I really liked, it has
one of the nicest atmospheres ever created on CD. And with this in
mind I heard the recordings of his performance during this years
Cosmic night on the 19th of March! And I instantly fell in love with
it. This is music that captures the mind and soul.

GR-1003 - The Heisenberg Compensators - The Adventures of Werner and Random
During E-Live 2016 we have something special for you with Modulab.
Modulab events present artists that bring their extended modular
setups for a visual and aural experience. We feel that live modular
synthesis is a unique art form that can be fun and exciting to experience.

And 2 of the artist from modulab are Stefan Robbers and A//ard
Krijger.And together they are The Heisenberg Compensators.

The Heisenberg Compensators’ references the work of Werner Karl
Heisenberg (1901-1976), known for his ‘uncertainty principle’.
The Heisenberg Compensators organize chaos in their music, at several
levels. Quite literally, sometimes, with the aid of random generators.
On other occasion, the randomness and organization lies in the energy
going back and forth between Allard and Stefan.
The Heisenberg Compensator is, of course, also a vital component of
Federation Starship transporters.
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Stefan Robbers
A//ard Krijger
Augustus 2016
www.facebook.com/heisenbergcompensators

But new are also these great releases that we will have with us.
Or are available on E-Live!!

Perge
And the brand new Perge Album is in on E-Live!!
It will officially be available from October 28th!
Here some special information.

Good evening. We are pleased to announce the final mix of the new
album has been sent for manufacture and it will be released on the
28th October. In time honored fashion it will be available as a
limited edition black vinyl CDr and an (even more) limited coloured
vinyl variant. This time, as an added touch, each copy will be hand
numbered. The album title is 'Pleonasms' more info soon.

Remy - Fears
And we only have 3 copies left of this new release with Bonus CD.
Remy - Fears (cardboard sleeve) (cd)
REMY - "Fears: Prologue" (CD-R, limitation 50, numbered, plastic sleeve, DIM-B001)
1. Fears: Prologue - 23:35

And the new Cosmic Ground - Cosmic Ground 3 is now in stock!!
Listen to it during Dreamscape radio.

Johannes Schmoelling - A thousand times Part 2 (cd)
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NEW PRODUCTS
These products are NEW in our catalog. Further in this newsletter are more details.
Can Atilla - Can-I Yunus (cd)
Can Atilla - Can-I Yunus (Double LP) (2-lp)
Booth + Creek - Afterimage (ltd. edition) (cdr)
Booth + Creek - Persistence of vision (ltd. edition) (cdr)
Cosmic Ground - Cosmic Ground 3 (cd)
Serge Devadder - Ganda (cardboard sleeve) (cd)
Stefan Erbe - Polarlicht Reisen (blueray)
Andrew Forrest - Source Quartet - Vol 1 (cd)
Glenn - Tribute to Jean Michel Jarre (cd)
Fryderyk Jona - Warm Sequencing (digipak) (cd)
Konrad Kucz - Air (cd)
Bertrand Loreau - In Search of Silence (cd)
Metroland - Mind the Gap (cd)
Metroland - Thalys (lp)
Metroland - Things Will Never Sound The Same Again (cd)
Metroland - Triadic Ballet (box) (3-cd)
Steve Orchard - Zanzibar (cd)
Graham Getty und Matthew Stringer - Pleonaesms (cardboard sleeve) (cdr)
Peters, Martin - Angels of Nowhere (cardboard sleeve) (cd)
Piotr Gepert - Anunnaki (digipak) (cd)
Remy - Fears (cardboard sleeve) (cd)
Przemyslaw Rudz - Let Them Float (digipak) (cd)
Johannes Schmoelling - A thousand times Part 2 (cd)
Ulrich Schnauss - No Further ahead than today (cd)
Ulrich Schnauss - No Further ahead than today (4-lp)
Klaus Schulze - Another Green Mile (digipak) (cd)
The Heisenberg Compensators - Adventures of Werner and Random (cardboard sleeve) (cd)
Tronestam, Johan - Arthur went above the Clouds (cdr)
Walter Christian Rothe - Let the night last forever (cardboard sleeve) (cd)

All new releases are here http://www.groove.nl/index3.html
-------------------------------------------------====== Dreamscape Radio =======
Dreamscape Radio show 381 is online one more week!!
With music from Rothe, Zanov, Deyen e.a.
You can find Dreamscape here. http://www.dreamscaperadio.nl

====== Special announcement =====
TV DOCUMENTARY ON ARTE: "TANGERINE DREAM - SOUNDS FROM ANOTHER
WORLD"
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Broadcast date: 25th November 2016, 9h45 pm, arte

ARTE TV will broadcast Margarete Kreuzer's (director) documentary
(about 58 min) on Tangerine Dream for the first time - an insight into
Edgar Froese's and his band's pioneering work, interviews with his
family and companioned artists and colleagues and many more.
Don't miss it! We are so happy that this project came into life!

(FYI: The 90 min documentary on TD - crowdfunded and supported by many
of you - is still in progress and will probably be released in spring 2017!)
To all the TD diehard fans: ARTE organised in cooperation with the
GOETHE INSTITUTE PARIS a PREMIERE celebration in PARIS on Wednesday,
16th November 2016 at the GOETHE INSTITUTE (7:30 pm). The institute
will present the film for the first time and there will be an
interview with the film director and some protagonists afterwards.

EASTGATE MUSIC & ARTS will raffle an eco flight to Paris off
(including hotel for one night) for one person and will additionally
give away 25 entrance tickets for this event. All you have to do is to
send in a mail to eastgate-raffle@gmx.com , in which you describe with
a maximum of three sentences WHY you love TANGERINE DREAM music!

All incoming mails will take part in the raffle and the winners will
be informed on 25th October 2016.

RAFFLE VALID until 24th October 2016!
Good luck!
Warmest regards,
EASTGATE MUSIC TEAM

---best sales since previous e-news ---
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NON-GROOVE UNLIMITED LABEL
1: Peter Baumann - Machines of Desire (cd)
2: Piotr Gepert - Anunnaki (cd)
3: Peter Baumann - Transharmonic Nights (2016) (cd)
4: Kees Aerts - If one door closes (cd)
5: Pyramid Peak - Caveland (cd)
6: Nattefrost - Tracks from the archives Vol 2 (cd)
7: Andrew Forrest - Boundless (cd)
8: Loom - Years In Music (2-cd)
9: Ramp - Debris (cd)
10: Moonbooter - Cosmoharmonics (cdr)
GROOVE UNLIMITED LABEL
1: Arcane - Automaton (cd)
2: Serge Devadder - Ganda (cd)
3: The Heisenberg Compensators - Adventures of Werner and Random (cd)
4: Walter Christian Rothe - Let the night last forever (cd)
5: Ron Boots & John Kerr - Juxtaposition The Oirschot Concert (dvd)
6: Nattefrost - Underneath the nightsky (cd)
7: Ron Boots - FantaMagic 2005 (cdr)
8: Hemisphere - Early reflection (cd)
9: Ron Boots - Screaming whispers (cd)
10: John Kerr - Embracing the Inevitable (cd)

====== Groove info =====
If you missed the last E-News issues they are ALL also on-line!!
http://www.grooveunlimited.nl/
-------------------------------------------------------------========= R E V I E W S =========
37860 Cosmic Ground - Cosmic Ground 3

If EM of the vintage Berlin School style molded in the warmth of the
analog is exercising on you an inexplicable attraction, the music of
Cosmic Ground is a must! What! You still don't know Cosmic Ground?
Unforgivable! And here is why... But before, attach your ears because
they are going to run away!
After the dissipation of a veil of chthonian voices, a line of bass
sequences makes beat 2 measures which throne on a filet of more
discreet sequences and of which the movement becomes that of a train
which wants to roll at a brisk pace through the clouds of dark voices
which he meets. What strikes immediately the sense of hearing is the
sound of the sequences. Even at a brisk pace and in their clothes of
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one-legged monks, they wind with a so different, a so warm tone, as
their jingles get entangle like a thin line of rubber balls which jump
up as a starving play of percussions. Fiery, the first 6 minutes of
"Ground Control" offer a simply i nfernal structure of rhythm which
leaves no chance to a few steps of dance to follow the fury of
hundreds of sequences which jump, roll and tumble down through those
many clouds of mists. If the movement gets quieter, it remains all the
same rather lively with this meshing of sequences and percussions
which sets in fire the 2nd part with sequences which overflow now by
the lobes of our ears. Without nuances, set apart for the tones, and
frankly, "Ground Control" presents a powerful pouring of sequences
which wears out just a bit after having clocking the 12 minutes point,
entailing the title towards one finale which refuses to let leave its
hyper convulsive structure of rhythm. The dense ambiospherical effects
will finally have reason of the crazy rhythm about of "Ground Control"
near the 15th minute. This is a very sharp opening of Dirk Jan Müller!
And if the very lively and abrupt movement of sequences have seduced
you, wait to hear the one in "Crumbling Darkness". But it will no t be
before a good 6 minutes of an introduction densely ambiospherical
where intersidereal gongs crumble their rumblings in a sound paradise
tinted of wet voices and afterward in the violence of the winds which
sing with their particles of sandy dusts. "Crumbling Darkness" gets
away of this cocoon of atmospheres in order to offer a stunning
movement of rhythm well sat on the spasmodic jolts of many sequences.
Riffs and synth chords, which sound like those of the Green Desert
years, wrap this structure of rhythm of which the main attraction is a
series of dislocated and out of tune jumps which spring from a
skeleton of a big snake which gets back its bones after each spasm.
Imagine the image; it's a movement of rhythm without stops which
quietly crumbles its last knockings in a thick wall of mists and
luciferian voices. The combination of atmospheres and rhythms is
perfect for the fans of the genre. You want more?
After noises, rumblings and cosmic winds, "Keep us in Space" gets r id
of its short passage of ambiences to offer a structure of rhythm as
edgy as the one in "Ground Control". If the movement is less fluid, it
remains just as much violent with a line of bass sequences which
undulates under the oscillatory snips of scissors movement of the main
rhythm. Still here the structure of rhythm, as well as the
percussions, brings us back to the Green Desert era. It's a furious
rhythm which will run wild beneath a flight of sequences and
electronic percussions for a big 16 minutes. The analog Modular
overheats! After this fiesta of sequences and wild rhythms,
"Monochrome Ritual" calms down the moods with a beautiful ambient
rhythm, like those which have fed the beautiful analog years, with a
Dirk Jan Müller in great shape who abandons a little bit the Modular
in order to draw beautiful effects and elements of charms and
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atmospheres which were in the heart of the golden years of the
psychedelic cosmic rock. The fans of Phaedra are going to ask for more
of it ! And that's why it's essential to discover the universe of
Cosmic Ground!
“Cosmic Ground 3” is in the lineage of the 2 first ones, but with a
clearly more incisive approach at the level of sequences and, by
ricochet, the structures of rhythm. I'm telling you straightaway, a
repetitive listening risks to make you deaf, so much the power of the
sequences attacks our indefatigable hunger for the analog rhythms of
the 70's. Is it too much? Would need to ask your neighbors. I would
say not at all, but I like that! The slow introduction of "Crumbling
Darkness" moderates a little the violence of the rhythmic acts. And
when we reach "Monochrome Ritual", we are like these crazy dogs who
need to rest after having hunt 2 trains which rolled in parallel. It's
a wonderful album for the fans of sequences and of hard and pure
electronic rhythms, although the moments of atmospheres are not anemic.
Sylvain Lupari (September 26th, 2016)

- - - NEW and CHANGED entries - - - -

*track listing and cover added *
Arcane - AUTOMATON (cd) gr-1001
$ 14.75 / UKP 10.49 / EURO 11.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-1001

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Booth + Creek - AFTERIMAGE (cdr) 17691
$ 16.25 / UKP 11.49 / EURO 12.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=17691

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Booth + Creek - PERSISTENCE OF VISION (cdr) 30228
$ 16.25 / UKP 11.49 / EURO 12.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=30228

*track listing and cover added *
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Boots, Ron & Kerr, John - JUXTAPOSITION THE OIRSCHOT CONCERT (dvd) gr-227
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-227

*new entry / (back) in stock *
Cosmic Ground - COSMIC GROUND 3 (cd) 37860
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=37860

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Devadder, Serge - GANDA (cd) gr-1004
$ 14.75 / UKP 10.49 / EURO 11.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-1004

*released *
Deyen von, Adelbert - STERNZEIT (lp) 45686
$ 24.99 / UKP 17.49 / EURO 19.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=45686

*released *
Deyen von, Adelbert - STERNZEIT (cd) 72795
$ 23.75 / UKP 16.75 / EURO 18.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=72795

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Erbe, Stefan - POLARLICHT REISEN (blueray) 80092
$ 23.75 / UKP 16.75 / EURO 18.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=80092

*new in stock *
Erik Wollo + Byron Metcalf - EARTH LUMINOUS (cd) 27276
$ 19.25 / UKP 13.49 / EURO 15.40
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=27276
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*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Glenn - TRIBUTE TO JEAN MICHEL JARRE (cd) 56266
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=56266

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Jona, Fryderyk - WARM SEQUENCING (cd) 22045
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=22045

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Kucz, Konrad - AIR (cd) 27691
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=27691

*new entry / new in stock *
Loreau, Bertrand - IN SEARCH OF SILENCE (cd) 22316
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=22316

*new in stock *
Metcalf, Byron - MEDICINE WORK (cd) 78393
2013. With Rob Thomas on Didgeridoo.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=78393

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Orchard, Steve - ZANZIBAR (cd) 20469
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=20469

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
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Perge - PLEONAESMS (cdr) 56575
Release date: October 28th
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=56575

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Peters, Martin - ANGELS OF NOWHERE (cd) gr-1002
$ 14.75 / UKP 10.49 / EURO 11.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-1002

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Piotr Gepert - ANUNNAKI (cd) 74164
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=74164

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Remy - FEARS (cd) 11424
Release date: Oct 29 2016
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=11424

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Rudz, Przemyslaw - LET THEM FLOAT (cd) 62222
$ 18.25 / UKP 12.75 / EURO 14.50
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=62222

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Schmoelling, Johannes - A THOUSAND TIMES PART 2 (cd) 80505
$ 23.75 / UKP 16.75 / EURO 18.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=80505

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Schnauss, Ulrich - NO FURTHER AHEAD THAN TODAY (cd) 37980
Release date: Nov 4 2016
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$ 21.25 / UKP 14.99 / EURO 16.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=37980

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Schnauss, Ulrich - NO FURTHER AHEAD THAN TODAY (4-lp) 69004
Release date: Nov 4 2016
$ 36.25 / UKP 25.49 / EURO 28.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=69004

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Schulze, Klaus - ANOTHER GREEN MILE (cd) 13677
Release date: Nov 25 2016
$ 24.99 / UKP 17.49 / EURO 19.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=13677

*new entry / release date added/changed *
The Heisenberg Compensators - ADVENTURES OF WERNER AND RANDOM (cd) gr-1003
Release date: October 2016
$ 14.75 / UKP 10.49 / EURO 11.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-1003

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Tronestam, Johan - ARTHUR WENT ABOVE THE CLOUDS (cdr) 75686
2016. Cool sequences in the Schulze style with nice melodies..
$ 18.25 / UKP 12.75 / EURO 14.50
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=75686

*released *
Trostel, Rolf - TWO FACES (lp) 30559
$ 24.99 / UKP 17.49 / EURO 19.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=30559

*released *
Trostel, Rolf - TWO FACES (cd) 74055
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$ 23.75 / UKP 16.75 / EURO 18.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=74055

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Walter Christian Rothe - LET THE NIGHT LAST FOREVER (cd) gr-229
Release date: 29-10-2016
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-229

*track listing and cover added *
Zanov - GREEN RAY (cd) gr-228
2016. Re-release of the very first Zanov LP from 1976!!.
Release date: Oktober 2016
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-228

===== Where to get Groove =====
As all know you can get all Groove titles on out website www.groove.nl
And for those who like to buy the music as a download we have of coarse the
following outlets:

Most Groove releases are also available as Downloads on the Groove
Download page.
Go to https://shop.groove.nl/ and shop around,
But there are also releases by many other artists among them John Kerr, Remy.

For those who are a costumer of CD Baby we have also a lot of titles there
for in their program and we try to keep up with the stock there..
And they are also available through I-Tunes and Amazon downloads!
These have been added this year.

Groove is now also on Bandcamp.
The last months we have added new titles and we are adding them daily
if the time allows!
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https://grooveunlimited.bandcamp.com/
You can now order from bandcamp and I hope to add new titles fast!!

MY.GROOVE.NL
A free service for customers.
Log-in for your order history, shipping dates,
concert tickets and more. http://my.groove.nl
Two remarks:
1) The order history is updated AFTER we send you
an invoice. NOT after you placed an order.
2) The "FORGOT PASSWORD" option on the log-in
page sends the passwor
d to the Email address of your invoice.
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